“R olled - over ” reinforced nail hem

P anel thickness .046"
.048" Panel thickness
L ow gloss random
cedar grain embossing

Full 3/4" panel projection

F ull 3/4” panel projection

Low gloss random
cedar grain embossing

V e r t i c a l A pp l i c a t i o n
The Cedar Reflections vertical panel is
48 mils thick. It provides dimension and
distinctiveness, with superior structural integrity
and super-thick construction for added vertical
rigidity and a straighter installation.

extended 16'- 8" lengths
for a virtually seamless
appearance

Cedar Reflections
*D ouble 4 1/2"
H orizontal

2-4 1/2" exposure per panel
12’ long
12 pcs. per ctn.
1.08 square per ctn.

2-4 1/2" exposure per panel
12’ long
12 pcs. per ctn.
1.08 square per ctn.

Double 5" Vertical/Soffit

2-5" exposure per panel
12’ long
15 pcs. per ctn.
1.5 squares per ctn.

*Also available in
extended lengths for a
virtually seamless
appearance.
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or contrast with your siding
application, is a double 5" soffit
panel available in solid, full vent
lanced, or with an efficient ventilation system hidden
in the grooves of the panel.

®

Premium Vinyl Siding
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*D ouble 4 1/2"
D utchlap

Also available, to match
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PREMIUM VINYL SIDING

Mirrors Natural Wood,
Without The Upkeep
The way you choose to decorate
your home, both inside and out,
makes a statement about you.
For a stately finish that replicates
natural cedar wood, there’s Cedar
Reflections Premium Solid Vinyl
Siding. But, unlike wood, it’s
virtually maintenance free. This
means no more scraping, sanding
and painting and more time to do
the things you enjoy.
Cedar Reflections
also carries a
Transferable Limited
Lifetime Warranty and
the GOOD HOUSEKEEPING Seal,
a trusted symbol of consumer

confidence for more than a century.
Your home. It’s a reflection
of you. Make a beautiful, lasting
impression with Cedar Reflections.
Not only does Cedar Reflections
look great on the home, it’s
engineered for lasting performance.
It’s one of the thickest panels
available, assuring exceptional
rigidity, durability and resistance
to dents and scratches.
It also features an
innovative nailing hem
and locking system that
helps ensure each panel
hangs straight and flat
against the wall, and will stay in
place, even in high winds.

With so many
options available in
the Cedar Reflections
line, you’re truly only limited
by your imagination.
Choose from three popular
profiles: Double 4 1/2”, Dutchlap
Double 4 1/2" or Double 5" Vertical,
all featuring a natural looking
embossed finish that gives the
appearance of real cedar board.
A 3/4" Butt securely locks the
panels in place for a truer,
straighter installation.
There’s a broad spectrum of
colors providing home owners with
numerous design choices.

The same acrylic
technology that has

Cedar Reflections comes in a variety of home
owner preferred colors that carry a Lifetime
Fade Protection Warranty. A special additive,
ColorHold, offers superior fade resistant
properties, so the color you select now will
retain its original beauty for years to come.
™

protected our borders
and brightened signs can
now give your home fade
resistance protection.

